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Oblique and parallel modes of vortex shedding
in the wake of a circular cylinder at

low Reynolds numbers

By C. H. K. WILLIAMSONt
Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories, California Institue of Technology,

Pasadena, CA 91125. USA

(Received 30 September 1988 and in revised form 19 February 1989)

Two fundamental characteristics of the low-Reynolds-number cylinder wake. which
have involved considerable debate, are first the existence of discontinuities in the
Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship, and secondly the phenomenon of oblique
vortex shedding. The present paper shows that both of these characteristics of the
wake are directly related to each other, and that both are influenced by the boundary
conditions at the ends of the cylinder, even for spans of hundreds of diameters in
length. It is found that a Strouhal discontinuity exists, which is not due to any of the
previously proposed mechanisms, but instead is caused by a transition from one
oblique shedding mode to another oblique mode. This transition is explained by a
change from one mode where the central flow over the span matches the end
boundary conditions to one where the central flow is unable to match the end
conditions. In the latter case. quasi-periodic spectra of the velocity fluctuations
appear: these are (lue to the presence of spanwise cells of different frequency. During
periods when vortices in neighbouring cells move out of phase with each other.
.vortex dislocations' are observed. and are associated with rather complex vortex
linking between the cells. However, by manipulating the end boundary conditions.
parallel shedding can be induced, which then results in a completely continuous
Strouhal curve. It is also universal in the sense that the oblique-shedding Strouhal
data (S,) can be collapsed onto the parallel-shedding Strouhal curve (So) by the
transformation. So = S,/cosO. where 0 is the angle of oblique shedding. ('lose
agreement between measurements in two distinctly different facilities confirms the
continuous and universal nature of this Strouhal curve. It is believed that the (.asc,
of parallel shedding represents truly two-dimensional shedding. and a comparison of
Strouhal frequency data is made with several two-dimensional numerical simu-
lations. yielding a large disparity which is not clearly understood. The oblique and
parallel modes of vortex shedding are both intrinsic to the flow over a cylinder, and
are simply solutions to different problems, because the boundary ('onditions are
different in each case.

1. Introduction
The problem of the wake formation behind bluff bodies has received a great deal

of attention, both from an experimental standpoint and more recently from a
theoretical/numerical standpoint. Nevertheless, even at low Reynolds numbers

t Address from )ecember 1989: Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, ('ornell
University. Ithaca. NY 14853. USA.
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580 C. H. K. Williamson

when the shed vortices remain laminar, there are some rather basic questions that are
not understood.

Since the first extensive measurements of vortex shedding frequencies by Roshko
(1954), there has been remarkably little agreement between the many published
curves of Strouhal number (S) versus Reynolds numbers (Re) for the laminar
shedding regime (between Reynolds numbers of 49 to 178 in the present study).
Indeed published results have been found to differ by almost 20%. It is clear that,
even though the measurement of the wake frequencies is a simple matter, the
frequency itself is highly sensitive to the experimental arrangement and, as will be
found here, it is particularly sensitive to three-dimensional effects. A further
characteristic of the low- Reynolds-number flow around cylinders, which is not well
understood, is the presence of oblique vortex shedding, whereby the axes of the
vortices are shed at some angle to the cylinder axis. Although this oblique shedding
phenomenon has been noted by several authors, no investigation has been carried out
to understand its origin. In the present paper, both of the above features of the flow
around a circular cylinder are investigated.

The measurement of vortex shedding frequency has been the subject of
considerable debate since the observation by Tritton (1959) that his Strouhal curve
(i.e. his plot of Strouhal number versus Reynolds number) was discontinuous.
He found two Strouhal curves, one of them corresponding to a 'high-speed' mode
above Re = 100. with a jump to a curve corresponding to a 'low-speed' mode below
Re = 100. Tritton suggested that this 'Strouhal discontinuity' was caused by a
transition from an instability originating in the wake to an instability originating in
the immediate vicinity of the cylinder, as the Reynolds numbers are increased. His
discovery of a discontinuity in the Strouhal curve has led to a number of different
explanations since that time, and to much discussion over whether the discontinuity
is an intrinsic, 'fluid-mechanic' phenomenon. irrespective of the experimental set-up.

A further explanation was put forward by Gaster (1969). He observed irregular
modulations of the velocity signal in the wakes of slender cones, which were caused
by the presence of spanwise cells of different frequency. Based on the similarity with
Tritton's velocity signals. Gaster suggested that Tritton's breakdown of regular
shedding could possibly be caused by the existence of some non-uniformity of the
flow. Tritton (1971) then repeated his experiments in a different wind tunnel and
again observed a Strouhal discontinuity (in this case near Re ; 110). Still further
experiments by Gaster (1971) provided stronger support for his original suggestion
that the Strouhal discontinuity was caused by free-stream non-unifornities. By
forcing the flow to be non-uniform across the cylinder span. he induced spanwise cells
of different frequency to occur. Measurements of shedding frequency versus tunnel
speed at a single point demonstrated a discontinuity under these conditions, because
the frequency cells were found to move along the span as the speed was varied.
However. the discontinuity was made to disappear when small end-plate disks were
placed 70 diameters apart along the span. and it was suggested that these endplates
limited the spanwise movement of the frequency cells. In recent support of Gaster's
suggestions, Mathis, Provansal & Boyer (1984) also proposed that the Strouhal
discontinuity is caused by flow non-uniformity.

Berger & Wille (1972), on the other hand, believed that two intrinsic modes of
shedding exist, as put forward by Tritton. and that the choice of which mode occurs
at a given Reynolds number could be dictated by the level of turbulence in the free
stream. Further discontinuities were observed by Kohan & Schwarz (1973) and
Friehe (1980), who found Strouhal diseontinuities within the range of Re from 70 to
110 for several different cylinders. These investigations confirmed that a Strouhal
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1 orlex shedding in the wake of a circular cylinder 581

discontinuity (much like Tritton's result) can exist in other experimental set-ups,
although its cause remained a question.

An alternative view was taken by Gerrard (1978) who suggested that his Strouhal
discontinuity at Re z 100 was in some way related to the end of a regime of Reynolds
number in which diffusion of vortieity plays a primary role in the vortex shedding.

More recently. Sreenivasan (1985) interpreted his several Strouhal discontinuities
as being involved in the *route to chaos' in the cylinder wake. Upon investigating
velocity spectra as Reynolds numbers were increased in the laminar regime. he found
niarrow ranges of Re in which *chaos* was observed, and these were sandwiched
between regions of 'order'. (with both of these states characterised by the velocity
spectra). These were interpreted as the initial stages in the transition to turbulence.
These results are further briefly discussed, in the light of the present work. in §7.

Subsequently. Van Atta & Gharib (1987) showed convincingly how some
discontinuities. which might be observed in a plot of Strouhal number versus
Reynolds number, can be related to vibrations of the cylinder itself. To show this
clearly they monitored c'linder vibrations using a photodetector. and also
denonstrated. by damping the cylinder supports. that several Strouhal dis-
continuities (which occurred at multiples of a fundamental frequency) could be
smoothed out. They suggested that 'if there were absolutely no vibration, a
Strouhal-Reynolds number plot would have absolutely no discontinuities'. A
particularly significant aspect of their work was this suggestion that indeed there
might exist a continuous S-Re relationship.

In a further paper. Van Atta. (harib & Hammache (1988) investigated the wake
of a vi)rating wire. and found that the wake velocity spectra were influenced by the
interaction between the vibrating wire frequency (near the antinodes) and the
natural shedding frequency (near the nodes). This interaction was found to cause
both quasi-periodic spectra. and also spectra with a 'chaotic" appearane. (dependent
on the spanwise position. and these results demonstrate further the importance of
body vibration in determining the character of the wake.

Following the result of 'an Atta & Gharib (1987). some two-dimensional
numerical simulations 1v Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989) also have relevance to
the present question. They demonstrated that their Strouhal number var'ies
(ontinuously with teynolds number (,ver a range of Re from 40 to 250. and the'
found no evidence of chaotic behaviour of the velocity fluctuations in the wake (as
had been described by Sreenivasan). In this respect. it was supposed that their
simulations supported the conclusions of \Van Atta & (lharib that the asymptotic
state in unforced laminar wakes (for example, the cylinder not vibrating) is ieriodic.
Their conclusion seems reasonable provided that the flow is. in fact. two-dimensional.
How-ver. in an experiment a cylinder must be of finite length and therefore will
alwayvs encounter certain end conditions. As will be seen late', it is for this reason
that the flow can be three-dimensional even in a uniform free stream. and it may then
be possible for the laminar wake fluctuations to be quasi-periodic. without the
presence of cxternal forcing.

(ut oft he several explanations for the existence of discontinuities. the suggestions
that flow non-uniformity (or shear) and flow-induced vibration ('an cause jumps in
the frequency curve are consistent with the results of several other studies. For
example. the work of Maull & Young (1973) demonstrated the presence of spanwise
cells of (liffirent frequency when a cylinder is placed in a shear flow. Some spanwise
movement of these cell boundaries, as the overall flow speed is varied, would result
in discontinuous changes in measured frequency at a point. Also, it is well established
that cylinder vibrations can ' lock-in' (synchronize) with the shedding frequency (to

........... '.



582 ('. H. K. Williamson

one or more of its natural frequencies) and cause jump changes in the shedding
frequency as the flow speed is varied. (see for example the review by Bearman 1984).
However. an important question that remains is whether a discontinuity in the
frequency curve can still occur even if cylinder vibrations or flow non-uniformity are
not involved. This is one of the central questions in the present paper.

A further feature of laminar vortex shedding that is relevant to the question of
Strouhal discontinuities is the observation that vortices can shed at oblique angles
to the cylinder. No systematic measurements of oblique shedding angles have
previously been made, although typical angles of 100 to 20' have been quoted. From
a theoretical standpoint, linear stability analysis of wake-type profiles (with inviscid
parallel flow) can be used to show that two-dimensional disturbances have a greater
temporal growth rate than oblique disturbances. This can be demonstrated in a
simple manner using Squire's transformation (Squire 1933). Also. a recent study by
Monkewitz (1988) of the 'absolute' instability of a limited number of wake-type
profiles has shown. in all the investigated cases, that the two-dimensional
disturbances were the most unstable, i.e. that we should expect to see two-
dimensional or parallel shedding. *yielding no clue as to why oblique vortex shedding
is often observed*.

In the case of experiment. there are some conflicting results for the oblique angles
at which vortices are shed. The observation of parallel shedding. in a towing tank.
by Hama (1957) contrasts with observations of oblique shedding. made in a wind
tunnel. by Berger (1964). Berger & Wille (1972) later suggested that the low
turlbulen(ce level in a towing tank enables parallel shedding to occur. whereas the
higher turbulence levels expected in a wind tunnel somehow causes the oblique
shedding. They also pointed out that end effects could be im)ortant.

With relevance to this question. a detailed investigation by Ramberg (1983) on the
wake of a yawed cylinder (a cylinder whose axis is not perpendicular to the free
stream). inlicated that the flow was sensitive to the end conditions. He showed that
changing the angle of the endplates of his yawed cylinder could influence the
shedding angle and base pressure near the ends. He further observed an inter-
dependence between the shedding frequency and the shedding angle. The results
to be shown in the present study are in accordance with both of the above
conelusions.

It was found in further studies bI' Gerich & Eckelnann (1983) and Gerich (1986).
using a wind tunnel, that cells of low frequenc'y exist near the ends of a ('ylinler.
extending over spans of around 10 diameters. For large length-to-diameter ratios
(LID). the flow in the central region of the span (outside of the end cells) was assumed
to be 'unaffected' by the entis. but when L/D was reduced to around 30. the end cells
merge(l. causing a single low frequency of shedding over the whole span. An earlier
investigation in a towing tank. by Slaouti & Gerrard (1981). showed that the wake
structure could be influenced by the end conditions. and they concluded that
slantwise (oblique) shedding was only observed when conditions at one end were
more 'dominant ' than the other. However, their results were fiom observations
using a cylinder with L/I) D 25-30, which is within the range where Gerich &
E(.kelmann showed that the end cells cover the whole span. The question therefore
remains as to whether the flow outside of the end cells, for larger LD. is indeed
'unaffected' by the end conditions.

It is ('lear that there are differences in the measurements of frequency and
discontinuities between one experiment and another, anti it is also evident that there
are differences in the shedding angles between experiments. It might then be

j,.



Vortex shedding in the wake of a circular cylinder 583

suggested that these characteristics of the flow are related to each other. The present
paper will show that there is a direct relation between the frequency measurements
and the phenomenon of oblique vortex shedding. and also that both are influenced
by the conditions at the ends of the cylinder. One of the fundamental results of the
present work is that, even for large spans. the end boundary conditions (or end cells)
are able to affect the flow over the whole span, even outside of the end cells. It is also
found that the presence of oblique shedding does not require a difference in the two
end conditions.

The present paper originated from some other work for which a simple and rapid
measurement of the Strouhal frequencies in the laminar regime was anticipated. It
was very soon found that the flow around the cylinder was sensitive to a number of
features of the experimental arrangement. A great deal of care was taken to dampen
(and mn1itor) any cylinder vilration, and to check the flow uniformity and
turbulence level of a small wind tunnel in which the cylinder was placed. l)espite
these efforts. it became apparent that a Strouhal discontinuity near Re = 64
remained. Not onlY was this discontinuity repeatable on several occasions (even after
an earthquake had )roken the original cylinder and hot wire). but three cylinders of
different diameters all produced a similar discontinuity at the same Reynolds
number. It was because of these observations that the present study was carried out.

In a recent letter (Williamson 1988a). some preliminary results from the present
study were outlined. In particular. a link between the Strouhal discontinuitv and a
transition between two oblique vortex shedding modes was made. It was further
shown that. )y manipulating the end conditions to cause parallel shedding, a single
continuous Strouhal curve could be found. In the present paper. the preliminary
results me itioned above are included with many further results in detail, to present
a comprehensive picture of the laminar vortex shedding modes behind a cylindcr at
low Reynolds numbers.

l)uring the course of the present research, it was learned thal H Eisenlohr and
H. Eckelmann (i988. private communication) were undertaking a similar line of
research, which has since appeared (Eisenlohr & Eekclman 1989). They recognized.
as found in the present paper. that the phenomenon of oblique shedding was
influenced by the end conditions for long cylinders. They also showed that parallel
shedding could be induced by a suitable change of end conditions. Their results are
referred to further in this paper. and it is found that there is substantial agreement
between their results and some of the present work (and also with Williamson
19.)a).

In §3.1 evidence is presented to show that the Strouhal discontinuity is not caused
by c'vylinder vibrations. Further investigation shows that the diseontinility is not due
to anV of the many. previously proposed mechanisms. Instead. measurements and
observations disc'ussed in §3.2 show the cause of the discontinuity as being a
transition from one mode of oblique vortex shedding to another oblique mode. )ne
of the modes (at the lower Reynolds numbers) corresponds with the presence of
spanwise cells of different frequency. These cells should not be confused with the
small low-frequency cells found close to the ends of the cylinder that were
investigated by (erich & Eekelmann. and which were also found in the present stud%
at all values of the Reynolds number where vortex shedding occurred. The physical
mechanisms for the oblique modes of shedding, and also for an induced parallel
mode. are discussed in §3.3. Each mode is caused by a 'matching' of the flow over
the whole span with the end boundary conditions, and it is by adjusting the end
conditions that parallel shedding can be induced to occur. In §4 a new parallel- " " '
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shedding Strouhal curve is defined which is completely continuous. It is also possible
to transform the oblique-shedding Strouhal curves onto the continuous parallel-
shedding curve, using the measured oblique angles of shedding. In §5 it is shown that
Tritton's Strouhal discontinuity is consistent with the one found here. and also an
explanation for the cause of the discontinuity is put forward. It is in essence, a
breakdown in the "matching' between the end boundary conditions and the flow over
the rest of the span. In the case of the oblique vortex shedding. it is found that
.vortex dislocations' occur between the spanwise cells (at a beating frequency) when
the vortices of each cell are periodically out of phase. and these are described in §6.
A discussion and conclusions are given in §§7 and 8 respectively.

2. Experimental details

Measurements of velocity fluctuations were made with a miniature hot wire
situated in the wake of three different cylinders (of diameters 0.051. 0.061. 0.104 cm.)
in a 6 in. diameter circular test section of an open-jet wind tunnel. ()ownstream of
the 2 ft long test section. the air is expelled into the atmosphere.) The test cylinlders
(actually wires) were llaced across a diameter at a position about 16 in. upstream of
the end of the test section. The turbulence level was (.lose to 0.1P%. with tow
uniformity better than 0.3 %. A goo(d deal ofeffort was taken to isolate the cylinders
from the tunnel. and to damp out any cylinder vibrations. Each cylinder was passed
through small holes in the test section. and clampei between felt pads to a tensioning
structure outside of. and mechanically' separate from, the test section. In addition.
each cylinder was encased in fine-grained polystyrene foiam blocks outside the test
section (but again not in contact with the test section). Also. the platform. whichl held
the wind tunnel fan. was isolated from any mechanical contact with the settling
chamber and test section. In order to monitor an' possible cylinder vi)ration an
inexpensive photodiode arrangement was set up. which had a high sensitivity of
0.3 mV output per 10 6 in. (lisplacenlent of the cylinder.

The oblique angles of vortex shedding (0) were measured with use of two hot wires.
one of which could be trav'ersed the whole .;pan of the wake. while the other could
be traversed upstreaml downstream. In order to measure 0. both wires were
displaced at measured disancvs fro1m each other, whilst keeping the phase relation
between the two signals constant (Ihy retaining a particular 'Lissajou' shape on a
Nicolet oscilloscope), and tbe oblique angle was then deduced from simple geoinetr'.
Measureic|ents of frequencv and oblique angle were nade friom I a (iamters (ani
miore) downstream of the cylinder axis.

The outluts from the hot wires an(l the 'vibration detector' were fed into a HP-
3582A two-channel spectrum analyser. Besides being ulsed to measure the Strouhal
frequencies. the analyser could comlare the signals from the two hot wires when the'
were placed at different spanwise positions. At other ties, the spectrum of the
vibration detector cou|l( be compared with that of the wake velocity fluctuations.

Flow visualization and firther frequency measurements were conihncted in our new
X-N Towing Tank at the Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories. This towing tank
operates much like a computer X -Y plotter, and can impart arbitrary unsteady
trajectories to bodies which are towed within the fluid in the glass tank (of length
16 ft. and cross-section 3.5 ft. b.y 0.5 ft.). (ylindrs of diameter0.328 em and 0.657 cm
were towed horizontally along the length of the tank. and the shed vorticit' was
visualized using laser light which excited fluorescein dye washed off the surface of the
cylinders. Frequency measurements were undertaken with the use of a video system .,
that had an incorporated timer unit.
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3. Experimental results
3.1 Proof that the present Stroithal discontinuity i-5 not caised by cylinder i'ibrations

In the present measurements it was (lear that. for the requiredl accuracy' , reliable
temiperatuire and pressure readings in the laboratory were necessary. but also the
Pitot tulbe (used to ineasuire free-streamn velocity) had to be checked often. On top of
stich basic considerations it was fouind that two features of the experimental set-up)
needed specitic attention.

First, it was found that without the utse of endplates to 'shield *the span of the
cYlinder fromt the bouindary layer along the test-section walls. the Strouhal frequevncy
mleasulremlents were somewhat tinrepea table, and under sorte (condit ions there
apipeaired spectra with peaks at mnore than one frequency. It was felt that this could
jiossiblY have been related to spanwise (cells of different freq nenc ' (similar to those
(lesvribedl by' Gast er 197 1) that were somehow influtenced by the endl conditions of the
wall bouindary, lay, ers. Therefore. endplates (circular disks) were pila'edl at two points
alongc the ('vlindleI span. Length-to-diatreter ratios (LID) of between 90 kind 240 were
generally uised. while disk dliameter to cylinder dliamneter ratios of between 10 to 30
were uised. The rise of endplates dramnatial inirov'ed the repeatabilitY of the
St rouhal ineasirvinents. anti servedl as anl early (demnonstrat ion of'the imiportance of'
the endl condlit ions onl the flow across even large spans.

S('condl '. it is clear that there exists the possibility that flow-induced c ,ylinder
v'ibrat ion couild interfere with the wake formation and the fre'quenev of, vortex
shedding. To elimni ate Suich interfere ne. pains wvere taken to tlanpen the clamlped
e'nds of the cylinders, and also to monitor possible vibiration uising the vibration
detect or that was tlescriliet earlier. W~ith i ch (care over the set -up it was possibile to
measuire frequtencies withI high repeatability :the resuilting (data are shown inl figure
I (a). It shouild first be pointedl out that the( -4rotlhal crehas a (liscontin nit 'v at

Re:_ 180. which has been] shown (WilIliamnson 1988bh) to be casetl by a transit ion to
bfree-dinliensinnalit ,v it] the wake, inviolving the appearance of'vortex loops and also

stream iwise vortices. This marks t h( end1 of the laminar regimev. and the bieginning of'
a transition to what Hoshko (195f4) described as the *irregular* regimie starting at
arintd Re z301)

The Stroirhal discont inulit V that is of central relevance in the present studY canl be
see 'in i figinre I (a ) at lRe =(64. where tihe cur'-v e denro ted I)Y l b 1 Ieu onls ove'rlappied b Y
anot her curve denoted f,. as 16e is red uced. Note, that (in) the region of overlap).
suibscript L, refers toi the lower frequencY curve. antI subscript U refers to the tipper
curVe. ( The cu i've of fret ueir ies f, arec t hose f i d in a sin all cell of Ilower f're( lien c\
oly~ iiitasun'd near the endplates. ) H-av ing f'ound the tliscotitmiit v at Re = 64 for
tine c vi inrd r. one in igh t suis 1) et thItat c Ii nd er vi brat ionis a re iii \til ed . HIowevte r. if
this we're t h( ('ase'. one wouild ex pe(t oither similar discoritirimities to show tip at other
\,alIlies of' Re (corresplondIinrg to ha riai s (of the c' l~inde,' tr'e(tlem'it'). whichl doe1s not
ovt't'r. Also. twto other ' inders of differenit diameiter hoth produce at (iscoit ilitlit V
ait the samne Re = 64 as the original tYlintler. aind this suiggests that cy*Nlinder
vibrations are not involved . Allied to this fact, t he Stroihal data vro.se toi the
discont init (and also away from the discont in uitv) were uinaffected 1)'vchanges inl
cylinder tension, which woiuldl ('larlv not he the catse if c'l inder vibrat ions wtere

As a ftir-ther dernionstrat ion that cylinder vibirat ions tolnirot cauise the (lis('tiniitv.
it was dVcided tri st~d tit'snltaneou;tslv the wake andl vibrationm spiectr'a as Re( wa~s
decreased throuigh the diseont iniit at Re' = 64. The f'undamient al and the tim'st
harmonic of the cYlinder natiural freq raencY were arranged so that they st radidled.
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Spectrum without tunnel motor on

Spectrum with tunnel motor on
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frequencies of the struicture holding the vibration mionitor he mnain result of figure
2 is found in piarts (b) antd (c). Here the wake and vib~rat ion spectra are shown at
Re = 70.1L above the diseont inuitY (when the shedding frequency corres pondfs with
the eurve f, in figure I(a). andI also at R, = 62.3. below the diseontinuitN- (when the
shedding frequency of the central span corresponds with the en ryve Df) espite
obvious changes inl the form of the wake spectra abiove andl below the (lisci t in tiit ,v
between figures 2(b) and 2(c). the vibration spectrum remlains essent iall 'v unaltered
andl similar to that measuredi when there was no flow in the tunnel at all. (Ani
explanation of' why. the wake spectrum changes from single-Jpeakedl to mulIt iple-
peaked will be given in § 3.2 below.) Thel( above observations. combined with the tact
that the c ylinder nat ural frequencies are( obviously' not involved. clearly shows that
flow-induced c ,ylinder vibrations are not causing the Ntrotihal discontinuity' .

Gien that the Strouhial discont inuitv is not catisedi by flow-mndurced vibratioin. it
see met I ikel 'v t hat soicn t h r'e -(iinirnsim a I aspect ut the flowv was r'espou n siblIe for its
appearance. For this reason, two hot wires were then tiseud to stuly the flow oiver the
whole span. and to measure oblique angles of' sheddtinrg. and( these results are
descri bed below.

:3.2 JbxitourepaetdI. and1( obsewrrqion.. o/ obliqw, rorfu'.u .eddiaf; umodl.

lIn this sectioii it will be shown that the Strouhal (liscuuitinuit v at /?( = 64 is caused

Ivi harige froiinit iflttmod of ollitjii voritex sheddtiing tom anot her oiblique it'odi'. antI
is not dune either to non-unif'ormI flow conditions or. as was already foundit. to flow-
inductred v ibrat ions.

In figure I. we canl see immediately that the Strouhlal discont ititity in fiure-( I (fl)
is Inrirroretl by a discontinuous drop inl the oblique shedd~ing angle ini figure I (b). As
Re is decreased, the oblique (anigle() incre-(ase s. utlteei oi omo rad
toia tlill-rernt mlode of shedduing. The key to this breakdown wais flrirrd by' triaveisinrg
at hot wire across the conmplete span uof' the cyl vinder wake. For Rt above the
dlistontinity . at single frmteriecy f, wats foundl across the whole span as shown
schieriat ically ini figrure 3 ((1), withI the texceptioni of'smiall regionis near the ends ittthe

cv*iiitler whereI the lower-freqtiencv cells (at treuentv,l inn figuire I ) are fouid. In this
rangl~e of Ref. the vortex cornfiguiration takes onl the appearance of a 'chevronl -shaped
piitterrn. HoIwever. at R, below the ilistoritinti y . a central cell of' freuieuc */ f
(iorrespornding '% ith the ripper Stroirhal cturve) ap~pears. which is 'samidwitlitti
between two tills oif the lower fretquency * .f,, (fromn the lower St rourhlal curve). This is
tdepictedl in the Schemratic of irire 3(b.). O wing to the spariwise cells, both tile ripper
fret 1inc tv fanmd t he It i we fret I tretv f, can lhe (letectedi sirmu It a nousl v wit h a hi t
\%reit at a tv* pital pinmt iii the wake of' the cvl indter. The aboive observations
co~rrespionit)i figure I (u) with air overlap oif turves f,, arnd f,. that extendus fromt
Re = 64 tdowrn to Roe ; - 5:. We r-anl contiide from the abiove' that the St rotial
ilisuoriunt v is the result of'smirle thanrge in tht mlode by whlith oblique vortices are
shedt.

A fuirt her invest igat ion was mnade to stt~ ' vl the ethevt of' the cYlirruer lerigthl/
diameter rat io. or /.//). tin the influence that the end tells oif low~ frequterit ' have
of] the floiw river the rest of tire span. The details tif' this stud ' ar lt-(rot lined in the
A ppendlix. Iii t Iiis tase, the Hle ynolds nriuber was fixed at a value tif, 101 .0. abtove the
thiseotit ittY. It is toiilnufet that the end tcindititins direit lY influence anl end-tell
re gion a f the torder of 10 iaitmeters iii sp an length. Ftor L/ID < 28. the end tel Is merge
tuiget her. coiveri ng the whole span and causing the vuirti's tto shed ait tmnly one
frequenrcv Y. (This is coirsistent with t he results of'i ( rioh 19S6.) The Houw oiver the
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FhURl: 4. Wake vvlhit *% spectra. In (a) R, = 120.2. S 0 1701. ) = 0.061 cin.. LI) = 21H). In (b).
for the sharp sp)ectrum (imiur vortex shedding) He = 172.8. S = 0.1840. f = 130)5 Hz: for the
broad ,spe.t rui (vourte x sheddiing involving three-di nwnsional transito in):/Re 1 72.8. S =. 1802.
./'= 1277 Hz.

whole span is then directly influenced by the end conditions. For 17) > 28. however.
the central cell of frequency fL appears in the central region of the span. and it is
f'ound that this frequency is unaffected by a variation of L/D. Velocity fluctuations
at the end-cell frequency f, can still he felt by a centrally placed hot wire for L/D up
to about 45. thereafter the spectra remain unchanged as LI) is further increased.
This suggests that, for LID > 45, the vortex shedding in the central regions of the
span at frequency f, is unaffected by the direct influence from the end conditions.

In order to characterize the oblique modes that were shown in figure 3 in more
detail, we shall see how the character of the spectrum changes at different points
along the Strouhal curve (i.e. at different Re). and also at different spanwise positions
for a given Re. In the case of the shedding mode at Re above the discontinuity. (i.e.
for Re between 64 and 178), the spectra are periodic, corresponding to a single

* shedding frequeneyfL, as shown typieally in figure 4(a) for Re = 120.2. In figure 4(b)
a similarly sharp spectrum at Re = 172.8 is shown, along with another spectrum with
a much broader peak at a lower frequency, hut at the same Re. This corresponds with
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a hysteretic transition to three-dimensionality in the wake, and is discussed in
Williamson (1988b). Of primary interest in the present problem is the way in which
the spectrum dramatically changes its form as Re is reduced below the discontinuity.
and also how the spectra vary along the cylinder span.

At a Reynolds number of 59.7 (which is below the discontinuity), in figure 5. the
spectra measured at different distances away from the endplate are shown oil the left.
with corresponding time traces of the velocity fluctuations on the right. In (a). when
the hot wire is placed 36 diameters from the endplate (z/D = 36). the spectrum shows
multiple peaks, although each one of them can be attributed to combinations of the
two frequencies ft and fL. This is typical of the quasi-periodic spectra that arc
associated with the spanwise cells of different frequency. As we reduce z/D in (b) and
(r), so the energy at the frequencyf, is reduced while the frequencyfL takes over. In
this case we are moving from a ('ell of frequency f, into a cell of frequency fL. The
time trace in (b) shows a low-frequency modulation corresponding with the beat
frequency (fV-fL). The quasi-periodic spectrum in (c) is particularly interesting as it
shows three incommensurate frequencies f,,. fL, fe however the spectrum remains
'ordered' in that all the peaks are related to combinations of these three frequencies.
In this spectrum most of the energy is at the cell frequencyfL, with some effect being
'felt' from the frequency of the cell in the central span f, on the one side. and from
the end-cell frequency fe on the other side. (Again. note the low-frequency
modulations in the time trace (c) corresponding with the two different heat
frequencies.) Moving closer to the endplate at around z/1) = 10 in (d). the energy at
the frequencyf, becomes comparable with the energy for frequency fL. and the timec
trace shows a modulation at the beat frequency (fL-fe). Still further towards the
endplate. at z/D = 5.2 in (e). most of the energy is now at the frequency f,. as shown
in the spectrum and the time trace, and we are now within the low-frequency cell
adjacent to the endplate. The end cells of low frequency f, extend inwards aroiund
10D from each end. while the cells of frequency f, extend inward about 25D. The
picture above of how the spectra and time traces vary with spanwise location is
similar for each end of the cylinder span. and led to the schematic diagram of the
different frequency ('ells that was shown in figure 3(b).

It should be noted that this lower frequency fe is not the result of an interaction
of the cylinder wake near the ends of the span with the wak, behind the en(lplate
disks. This was proven by ('hanging the dimensions of the disk an( thereby its own
wake. with the addition of strips of putty. while having no effect on the frequency
or velocity spectra in the end-('ell region near the cylinder.

Visualization of these different modes of oblique vortex shedding. found for Re
above the below the discontinuity. are shown in figure 6 taken from the X-Y towing
tank. An example of the mode of shedding that is found for Re above the St'oulhal
discontinuity is shown in figure 6(a). In this figure. the flow is upwards past the
horizontal cylinder which lies at the bottom of the )hotograph. Here. the oblique
vortices are reasonably straight over one half of the span at a positive shedding angle
+ 0. and again straight over the other half of the span but n(iw with a negative angle
-0, so that a bend occurs in the middle of the span, giving the 'chevron '-shaped
pattern of oblique vortices. At the ends can be seen vortex structures which occur at
the beat frequency (fL-f,) between the central ('cell of frequency f, and the endplate
cell of frequency fe The changeover of shedding modes in the case of the towing tank
was found at a value of Re close to 75. slightly higher than in the tunnel.

In figure 6(b), the mode of shedding below the discontinuity (at. Re = 60) is one
where the central cell frequency ft, is sandwiched between cels of frequency fL. In

I " :. -
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(a)

(b)

Fioru' 6. Visualization of the different modes of laminar vortex shedding. Flow is upwards. (a) "
The periodic olblique shedding mode correspoInding with the chevron-shaped pattern oIf oblique
vorties, at Re = 85 (Re above the discontinuit.v). L/D = 140. (h) Quasi-perislic obliqu shedding
mode. with spanwise cells of different shedding frequency, at Re = (S) (Re below disconloioity). .
I/= 7. 1
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this case, the cell boundaries lie very roughly (in the mean) along vertical lines, like
the sketch in figure 3 (b). Along such cell boundaries are found 'vortex dislocations',
which occur at the beat frequency (fV -fL), and are the result of vortices in one cell
moving out of phase with vortices in a neighbouring cell of different frequency.
(These are described in detail in §6.) One of these vortex dislocations can be seen in
the right half of figure 6(b), developing in the near wake of the cylinder. An earlier
dislocation that occurred on the left can be seen downstream and almost out of view.
(At these low Reynolds numbers, the end cells of lower frequency f, are more difficult
to observe, as the strength of their fluctuations in this region becomes relatively weak
compared with those over the rest of the span. This can also be seen from the time
traces of figure 5.) The wake over the central span in figure 6(a) is a steady
configuration, unlike that in (b), and gives the periodic spectra shown typically in
figure 4, rather than the quasi-periodic spectra shown typically in figure 5.

It may be thought that the existence of flow non-uniformity could cause the
breakdown from one oblique shedding mode to the other. This is a distinct possibility
if a large degree of non-uniformity were present, although in the present case the test-
section uniformity was better than 0.3% over a range of tunnel speeds. Further
evidence to show that non-uniformities are not involved here is found in the plot of
oblique shedding angles 0 versus Re in figure 1 (b). Here both + O and - 6 could be
measured at the same Re whereas we would expect only one sign of 6 if non-
uniformity were the cause. The final confirmation comes from the visualization in
figure 6 where for example in (a), a positive and negative oblique angle occurs on each
half of the span. i.e. the 'chevron '-shaped pattern is symmetric with respect to the
centre span. and is not due to some shear in the incident flow. In the latter example.
the flow incident on the cylinder is like;y to be particularly uniform, given that the
cylinder is towed through the quiescent fluid (unlike the situation in the wind
tunnel). Also, the transition of oblique shedding modes occurs in the towing tank just
as it does in the wind tunnel (although at a slightly higher Re). This fact coupled with
the symmetry about the centre span of the shedding configuration indicates that
oblique shedding and the breakdown from one mode to another is not, in this case.
caused by flow non-uniformities.

Ve can now conclude that the Strouhal discontinuity is caused by a transition
from one mode of oblique shedding to another, and is not caused by either cylinder
vibration or by flow non-uniformites. One might question what causes the transition
of shedding modes? The answer lies in the 'matching' between the end boundary
conditions with the flow over the rest of the span. and these ideas are expanded later
in §5. In the following section, the physical mechanism by which the ends impose a
certain oblique angle on the whole flow is explored.

3.3 Physical mechanism of oblique and parallel shedding

There are a number of advantages to visualizing the wake in the towing tank, one of
which is the fact that the cylinder is started impulsively. In this way. one can see how
the vortex shedding develops as the cylinder travels away from its starting position.
One rather basic observation is that the 'asymptotic' form of the wake (which, in the
present case, is oblique shedding) takes some time to evolve. Initially, vortices are
shed parallel to the cylinder, and it takes time for the end boundary condition which
imposes a certain oblique angle on the flow, to make itself felt across the whole span.
An example of an initial and final vortex configuration from a single run can be seen
in figure 7. In (a), the wake vortices are still being shed parallel to the cylinder over
most of the span after 100 diameters of travel, although an oblique angle of shedding
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(a)

(b)

FiouRE 7. Development of an oblique shedding mode in (b), from an initially parallel shedding
configuration in (a). Flow is upwards. In (a) the cylinder has travelle 100 diam~eters (.ri) = 100).
In (b) for .r/f = 600. the oblique angle has propagated inwards from the ends5. and now covers the
whole span in the chevron-shaped pattern. Note also the small waves on the vortices in (b). about
60!) downstream of the cylindler. Be =95
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can be seen near the ends. In (b), after 600 diameters of travel, the 'chevron '-shaped
oblique vortex pattern has taken over the whole span, and matches the oblique angle
imposed by the end conditions.

The observation that the starting fHow involves parallel shedding although the
asymptotic flow involves oblique shedding (at least in this case) could very well
explain the contrasting observations by Hama (1957) and Berger (1964). Hama used
a towing tank, and it is possible that he made his observations early in a run and
therefore noted parallel shedding. Berger, on the other hand, used a wind tunnel and
would therefore have made his observations on a wake that had reached its
asymptotic state: he thus noted oblique shedding. This explanation assumes that the
end conditions were such as to cause a final state of oblique shedding; this will occur
with most usual cylinder arrangements. However, this is not always the case, as will
be seen at the end of this section.

Another feature of figure 7(b) that should be pointed out is the waviness in the
vortices, which seems to be amplified at around 60 diameters downstream. Each of
these waves originated from a disturbance created by one of the vortex dislocations
(mentioned earlier), which occurred near the ends of the cylinder. These waves should
not be confused with those that travel along vortex cores (such as are discussed by
Aref & Flinchem 1984). In the present case. the waves appear at a slightly displaced
spanwise position on each successive vortex to be shed, and do not seem to travel
along the the vortex cores as these vortices are convected downstream. What is
interesting here is that these disturbances are (displaced. by the process of vortex
shedding, inwards along the span from the ends. It seems that the angle of the
oblique shedding is involved in the translation of these disturbances, and that these
disturbances travel in a spanwise direction which depends on which way the vortices
are oblique.

It was decided at this point to manipulate the end conditions to see whether
oblique shedding was always the 'final' state across the whole span. It was soon
discovered that by angling inwards the leading edge of the endplates (of 10:1
disk -cylinder diameter ratio) some control of the flow over the whole span could be
exerted. The idea of using angled endplates to affect the flow near the ends was first
used by Ramberg (1983) in the case of yawed cylinders. If the leading edge of the
endplates were angled inwards by 120 or greater (up to 20' was investigated), then
parallel shedding was induced to occur near the ends, which caused the whole span
to shed parallel vortices. A demonstration of this 'induced' parallel shedding in
figure 8. (for Re = 110 and L/D = 130), ('an be contrasted with the oblique
configuration in figures 6 and 7. It was also confirmed from the wind tunnel that,
with these end conditions, such parallel shedding was the 'final' state of the wake.

It is believed that the parallel shedding is also two-dinensional. in the sense that
the flow in one cross-sec'tion of the wake is representative of (and in-phase with) the
flow in all cross-sections at other spanwise positions (with the exception of the
regions close to the ends). Also. the absence of axial flow in the vortices was
demonstrated in a further experiment by showing that blobs of dye placed at several
spanwise locatici is were subsequently convected straight downstream (in planview),
rather than being convected with a spanwise velocity component. We ('an also see in
figure 8 how a gap in the dye marking the vortices (which was the result of an absence
of (lye at this particular spanwise location), conveets straight downstream.

A further experiment was eon(iucted in the X-Y towing tank, which showed that
as the angle of the en(plate disks a (measured positive for the leading edge angied
inwards) was varied from - 100 to + 12", so the angle of oblique shedding remained

+i .+, ,
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Finf Sa; . Parallel voirtex shedding mlode. jniluceel hY angling inwardls the leading edges of the
emfj 1lates 1 * % arocund 12'. or~ more. FloN is up~wards. R~e = 1101. LID) = 1:3t ). Distance t ravelledl In
cvi mu r = n4 o) f.

virtuall ,y coinstant (it 140 to 150. As the endplate angle a > 12', however, the oblique
shedding angle changedl sharply to being parallel with the cylinder axis.

With relevance to some of the ab~ove results. Eisenlohir & Eckelmiann (1989)
indluced parallel shedlding hy endling their cylinder span with larger-diamieter
c ,xlindlers. Their explanation for this was that the larger cylinder introdluced an end
frequencY which was sufficiently removed from the central fHow frequency: to be
(lecoulpled from it. The p~resent situation using the angledl plates, is rather dlifferent.
As a first step) in uindlerstandling how the end condlitions c-an control the span flow, it
is of use to quest ion why' an end cell of lower frequency c-an appear. Gerich &
Eckelinann suggested that the lower velocity' in the endplate boundarY laxer indlucedl
a lower frequency up close to the endlplate. whose intluence extendled over a span of
st veral diameters byv a 'lock-in ' effect. However. Gerich & lEckelinann also found
such an end cell of lower frequency to occur in the wake of a free-ended cylinder.
when there is no endlplate boundary laver p~resent.

In this investigation, it is suggestedl that the low-frequencY endl cell is caused by
the base piressure bleing higher in the end region. Such an increase in piessure could
be caused Iv the dlecrease in the coherence of the vortex shedding. because the
vortices in the endl region become orientated in the .4treaniwise dlirection (see figure
24 later). It is also consistent with the fact that very similar endl cells are found for
a free-ended cylinder as for one with an endplate (as mentioned above). and in the
former case it is known that the pressure is higher in a region near the tip because
the pressure is 'short -circu ited ' aroundl the endl. .Judging from other results. this
increase in base pressure has the effect of enlarging the vortex formation region
locally (Bearman 1965: Griffin & Votaw 1972) andl corresponds with a decrease in)z
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shedding frequency (as was shown clearly by Roshko 1955). By angling in the
endplates, the base pressure near the endplates is reduced, until the pressure and the
vortex frequency match those values over the rest of the span. and the shedding
becomes parallel. (It seems that even under these conditions a very small lower-
frequency cell remains close to the downstream side of the angled endplates. as
indicated by figure 8.) This matching of the base pressure at the ends of the cylinder
with that over the central span is a concept which was used by Ramberg (1983) in
his study of the flow over yawed cylinders, and was also achieved by angling the
endplates. Consistent with the reduction in base pressure is a slight increase in the
measured flow velocity incident on the cylinder and close to the plates. This
reduction in base pressure may also be the cause of Eisenhlohr & Eckelmann's
observations that parallel shedding is also induced if a cylinder span is ended with
larger-diameter (and coaxial) cylinders. In their case also, the flow would be speeded
up around the ends of the larger cylinders, and the base pressure reduced in this
region. However, the principal feature here is that parallel or oblique shedding (an
be induced over large cylinder spans simply by manipulating the end boundary
conditions.

Because it was found possible to induce either oblique or parallel shedding, it was
decided to measure the streamwise wavelength in the two cases. The results, from the
wind tunnel, are shown in figure 9(a). (The procedure in measuring the wavelengths
was to fix a particular Re, and then change the endplate angles to give first oblique
shedding (plates parallel to the flow), and then parallel shedding (by angling the
plates).) The data show clearly a discontinuity in the wavelength data at Re = 64 for
the oblique shedding case. and thereby reflects the discontinuities in Strouhal
number and oblique angle 0 that were found at the same Re in figure 1. What is
significant about the results is first that the parallel-shedding curve is continuous
whereas the oblique-shedding data are not. Secondly, the results shown in figure 9 (a)
indicate that the following relationship holds well:

A0 = , cosO. (1)

where A0 is the parallel-shedding wavelength and A, is the oblique-shedding
wavelength. This means that the wavelength normal to the wavefront remains a
constant, and equal to A, (for a given Re) irrespective of the oblique angle 0.

The convection velocity 1. of the vortices downstream ('an also be calculated
simply from 1;/U, (A/I)S (2)

where U', is the free-stream speed. The results in figure 9(b) show that the convection
speed is almost unaltered between the cases of oblique and parallel shedding. and
therefore implies that Strouhal measurements in the two cases will also have a simple
geometric relationship like equation (1). and this is confirmed later.

The present results have shown that it is the effects from the ends that cause an
oblique angle of shedding to be generated near the ends of the span, and which then
spreads inwards along the span from one shedding vortex to another. The
mechanisms that produces an oblique angle of shedding involves the complex
interact ion of the central-span vortices with those vortices in the end-cell region. The
central vortices become 'retarded' by those at the lower frequency, because part of
a shedding vortex is influenced by the induced velocity from vorticity all along the
span. It is difficult to provide a rigorous argument as to why a specific angle of
shedding appears at a particular Reynolds number, although the angle is possibly set
by a streamwise and a spanwise lengthscale. The spanwise scale might vary with the
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(a)
O Parallel shedding, A0/D

A Oblique shedding, A,/D
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FIG(H'RE 9. (a) Normalized wake wavelength (A/I)), and (b) normalized (lowistream (onvection
swed of' vort ices (I/"). versus lUe. I)ata for hoth the oblique and parallel hoddling cases are
inc'luded.

sl)anwise extent of the end-cell region. h, which remains almost constant at around
10 (liameters in length over the whole range of Reynolds numbers of interest. A
candi(ate for the streamwise lengthseale could be the streamwise wavelength of the
vortices A/I), which varies nearly proportionately with 0 (at least at Re > 64). as Re
is changed. It is thus conceivable that the angle of oblique shedding scales with the
wavelength of the wake A/I) (in this particular case when the end-cell size L, remains
constant). and thereby 0 increases as Re is reduced. .4
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Vortices

Flow Cylinder

Fu,. u up: Ok e-ch o t)U oA)Jyq1 fint lb ifliI)g ;) pa iJ~lst, legifof' (I (bliqJl v t t ies. froln a region
of' parlallel \olt ices. The firont begins ;It t he eind of' the( cylinder( and1( pr)lmaltes spmmnw ti the
right. 11. linduclt ion effects during the proce.Ss of vortex shedding.

rTIhe dlata fb r the st reamwise wavelenigt h A (-all he usedl to make some llredi-t ton of'

the time it takes for the wake to develop oblique shedlding right aeross the whole
span. after the start of the c(,ljutler mfot ion. Hlere. we suppos0e that there is anl
ohliquev f'ront '.as shown inl figure 10(. bet ween the oliqute shedd~inlg. whlich startted

at the ends and is t ravelling in wards. anid the parallel shedding, whivh cont iues in
the central p~ortionl of the span until the oblionue fronht has passed throulgh. (Ill retilit.
the oblique vortices will join the parallel vortievs with some cuirvatuire rather than
a sharp change of angle as shown.) Because the wavelengthI normial to either the
obliquie or parallel vortices is A,1 then 1)' symmietry* the oblique front w~ill be oIrienltedi
at anl angle 0 = 4)to the free stream, as is shown in the diagramn of figure 10).

It was decided toc investigate such an oblique front in experiment hY having
dlifferenit end conditions, one of'which induces an oblique shedding angle across the
span (endplate parallel to free stream), while the other end imldlies parallel shedding
(endplate angled-in). This examle is shown inl figure 11. where a measurement of the
angle of the otbliqJue front. 0. was madle. Some (Iiffietilt '\ in this measurement was
ereatedl by the fac-t that the parallel vortices were not pirecisely straight andi also
because thie bend between the oblique amnd p~arallel voices sp)lits, upl into two bends
further downlstream by Biot-Savart induction (as van also be seen (lvarlv'N for the
bendl in the oblique shedding oif figure 6a). Therefore the oblique front was defined
as the intersection between lines drawn as nearly as possible through the parallel
vortives (and parallel to the Ic*ylinder). amid lines dlrawn through the oblique vortices.
The resulting oblique front ill figure I1I was angled at =9' toI the free stream while
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the oblique shedding angle 0 was t7 ° . This result suggests that the theory proposed
above. which showed 1 W 1, is apl)roxiniatelv correct. Ultimately. with su,.h a pair
of (iffvr'nt end conditions, the vortices take on a constant oblique angle all the way
aciess the span. rather than form a chevron oblique vortex pattern.

A further interesting feature ofthe motion of the oblique fronts (travelling in from
each end( of the span) is the fact that the frequency of the parallel sheddingf, in the
centre of the span must necessarily be greater than that for the oblique shedding f,
behind the fronts at each side. These two different frequencies coexist simultaneously.
vet at the same time the oblique and parallel vortices match up in phase across the
front. This is consistent with the fact that by the time the chevron pattern of oblique
shedding (across the whole span) has developed there will always have been more
vortices shed in the centre of the span than at the sides.
We are now in a position to estimate the distance that the cylinder must travel

from its starting position. before the asymptotic state of oblique shedding across the
whole span has been reached. When there is an ob]ique front, each vortex will have
a bend between an oblique portion and a parallel portion of its length. although with
each new vortex to shed this bend is displaced spanwise. In this waxy, the front is
"lpropagated" along the span at a speed C,, which can be derived from the simple
g(eolmctry of fiure 10 as, U =(, tan ( 0). (:1)

If the length of the cylinder is L. then the distance (x) travelled by the cylinder.
before the final state is reached, can be shown to be.

r (L/ID)
DJ -(.I) (4)

where 0 is small. Now from experiments over a range of' Re we have. (./f', ,z- .0.9.
0 z 0.244 rad. (or 140). and supposing for example that LID = 100. then (4) grives
./i ): 450. i.e. the cylinder travels around 450 diameters to reach the asymptotic
state of boblique shedding all the way across the span (corresponding with about 90
cycles of vortex shedding). This is surprisingly large. since we might otherwise
c.onsider the flow to have reached its asymptotic form after around 5 cycles. if' we
based ouri o)servations solely on a cross-sectional view of the wake. H owever.
judging froin estimates of x/i from experiments in the towing tank, such a large
value is of the right order.

It is ne(-cssaryv here to make clear one particular aspect concerning the influences
of the end conditions on the flow over large cyclinder spans. In such a case. the flowI
at a particular location in the central portion of a span is only directly influencid (in
the main) )y" the vorticitx distribution in the near wake for several diameters of the
span to either side: for example, it is shown in Appendix A how the end effects have
a direct influence on the flow for a region of the order of 10-20 diameters in length.
Their intlunce is fi'lt over thi rest of the span in an indirect fashion, 1)y the gradual
Span%%ise dispilaceinnt of a disturbance such as a bend in the voi'tices (like the
oblique, fr-ont above) away froll the(' ends. Su('h a bend in oile vortex induces a
velocitv field (and phase Id shedding) on the next shedding Vortex in such a way that
the bend is displa-ed spalnwise. It is this successive vortex shedding in tIh( near wake
that is i',spioiisible for ithe gradual slnanwise shift of such disturbances from the ends.
('aising tll' ollili, frint that was discussed earlier. The tilnescale over which a

(listui'lian(. front the ends is ultiniately felt in the i'entre of a long cvylinder ('anl be
very nviiich larger than a typical shedding period. 'iht- influence that the end
.onidit ions havi' on the flow over long cylinders is therefore ofan indir'ct nature, with

;
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(list Lurlbanl(s piropagat ing somnewhat like a 'chain react ion 'along the span from one,
shed vortex to the next.

In uthis sect ion, it was shown how the boundary* conditins at the ends of a cylinder
take time to become 'matched 'with the flow over the whole span. TIhis feature was
studiedl using some wake-wavelength measurements where it was found that a simple
geomnetric relatijonship : A, = A1, os 0 holds. bet ween the parallel andl oblique shedding
cases. One might suspect that such a simple relationship also holds between the
shedding frequencies for the parallel an(] oblique eases, given that the convection
speed for the twoi cases almost unchanged. Also, the fact that the wavelength data
for parallel shedding vary' continuousl 'y with Re suggests that the Strouhial dlata ftor
p~arallel shedding would be continuous also. Both of the above suppositions are
con firmed in the next Section.

4. Defining a universal and continuous 8-RP relationship
-Judging bY the results for a cyl ,inder which sheds oblique vortices, it is not clear

whether a continuous Strouhal curve, without discontinuities, actually exists.
However, when the vortices are ink'ticed to be shed parallel to the cylinder, no mode
transition occurs, because the vortices are shed parallel to the cylinder throughout
the Reynolds-number range. Under these conditions a comIpletelY continuous
Strouhal curve is found to exist, and is shown in figure 12 (as the solid symbols). The

41.
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parallel -shedding data lit' 5otfewhat above the oblique-shedding data (the lines), and
are thus c-onsistent with the results of figure 1. where the trend of increasing
frequency for decreasing angle of shedding was observed. (('his t rentd is iii accordanc'e
with the results of Eisenlohir & Eekelmann. and also with those of lRamherg for the
wakes of' vawed cYlintlers. ) Not only are the data for ptarallel shedding cont inulous.
but at e-veryN point on t he curve the spectra arc periodic. as, can be seetn in figure 13 (b).
and this is cont rastedl Wit I the quasi-periodit spectrum for the oblique shedding in
(a). which reflected the presence of ditlerent-frequency spanwise cells. Both of these
sp~ect ra were taken at precisely* the same Re -ynolds n~utber.

We shall now transform the original oblique-shedding Strouhal diata in a
manner similar to that which p~rov~ed reasonable for the wake-wavt'length diata. If
th( oblique-shedding Strouhal numbers (S,) are divided bY cos 0 (using data for
frequencies andI angles such as are in Appendix 1B) then the curve of the resulting
Strouhal data. shown as the ope-n circles in figure 12. becotmes cotntinuotus and agrees
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eloelYwit th paalll-seddngdata (S,)). therebY indicating that the following
tasomtohod:S ,S/cosO~ (5)

(The use of such it formula in this context was originally suggestedl by Giarry L.
B~rown. p~rivateciomm unicat ion, from co~nsidlerat ions of sta bility theory' .) This result
is consistent with (1) and (2). which involved a cosO relationship for the wake
wavelength, given that the convection speed(l . remlains almost unchanged between
oblique and parallel shedding, at a given lRe. It also shows that the parallel-shedding
Strouhal curve S(, is universal, in that oblique-shedding 'Strouhal curves can be

collapsedl onto the universal curve using (5). if the corresponding oblique angle 0 is
also measuredl.

As a furither check to confirmn the universalit ' of the curve for So (at least for a
circular c *ylinder), other frequency measurements for p~arallel shedding were
undlertaken in the X-Y towing tank. This is a Iparticularly' suitable (heck, because the
water tank is at oistinctl ' different facility from the wind tunnel. The vortex
frequencies in the wakes of cylinders (of diiamieter 0.328 cm and 0.657 em) were
measured using an accurate auxiliary timing unit of a vidol) recorder. The results are
shown in figure 12 by the crosses, and agree well with the other dlata, although the
frequencies could not he measured to the samie accuracy' as in the wind tunnel. T[his
good agreement prov ides strong ev idence that the parallel -shedd ing Stron hal curve
is indeed universal, as well as being completelY continuous.

The universal Strouhal curve is believed to represent frequencyN measurements for
two-dimnensionlal vortex shedding. As described in §3.3. two-dimensional vortex
shedding is understood to mean that the cross-sectional flow is similar and in-phase
at all spanwiso positions (except close to the e'nds), and also that there is an absence
of axial flow in the vortex cores. Also, it can be seen that the Strouhal numbers are
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unaffected by a variation in /ID). at least for values considlered in figure 12 where
L/ID > 70. This suggests that the parallel shedding is indIependent of the (direct
influence of the end conditions. For the purpose of comparison with two-dimensional
numerical computations, the Strouhal Reynolds number relationship is given
closely by =A/i+J-Ce(6

where A =- 3.3265. B = 0.18ISM C = 1.60 x 10-1. This least-squares curve fit was
made to the parallel-shedding (lata plotted in the manner shown in figure 14. where

• I
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the continuous nature of the data is clearly observed. The parameter fD 2 /v, where t,
is the kinematic viscosity, was first used in the context of vortex shedding by Roshko
(1954), and is equal to the product SRe. Equation (6) was thus found by fitting a
quadratic to this data, giving a root-mean-square error (averaged over all the points)
of 0.000089. with an average percentage error of 0.06%. Similarly. a linear least-
squares fit can also be used, which gives, for (7) with C = 0: A = -5.1064 and
B = 0.2175, with a root-square error of 0.000415. For reference purposes, Appendix
B contains a tabulation of the main Strouhal data for different cylinders, and data
for the oblique and parallel cases. The Appendix also contains some measurements
of oblique shedding angles.

Two-dimensional numerical computations of the flow past a circular cylinder have
been undertaken by Karniadakis & Triantafvllou (1989) over a range of Re from 40
to 250,. using a spectral method, and similarly by Sa & ('hang (1989), using a finite-
difference technique. Their results for the Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship
are compared with the present experimental data for the parallel shedding in figure
15 Two further data points from Braza, Chassaing & Ha Minh (1986). using a finite-
volume method, are shown by triangles in this plot. Although the numerical
calculations have a trend that agrees with the experiments, one of the curves of the
numerical data lies 5% 15% above the experimental results, while the other
numerical data curve lies similarly below the experimental results. However. there
is closer agreement with the two data points of Braza et al. It is not known why there
is a disparity between the sets of results in figure 15. though it is perhaps possible
that differences in the treatment of the boundaries in the calculations might, to some
extent, contribute to the lifferences between them. In the case of Braza et al.. their
calculations place the boundaries at an infinite distance from the cylinder. Further
work is also underwav at the California Institute of Technology (A. Leonard and F.
Pepin) to simulate the cylinder wake in an infinite domain, circumventing problems
that may be associated with proximity of the boundaries to the body.

5. An explanation for the transition between oblique shedding modes

The transition f olblique shedding modes at Re = 64 is explained in this section in
terms of a matching or a mismatching between the end (onditions and the flow over
the rest of the span. Initially. we shall investigate the similarities between Tritton's
Strouhal discontinuity and the present one. and see whether it is likely that his
discontinuitv is caused by the same oblique-mode transition.

Strouhal data from both Roshko and Tritton are compared with the present
parallel-shedding data in figure 16. In the case of Tritton's data. one can see that
both of his curves lie below the parallel-shedding curve. in a manner not unlike the
present oblique-shedding data (see figure 12). If we assume that these frequencies are
lower because the vortices are oblique, then it is possible to infer from Tritton's data
what value of oblique angles 0 were )re'sent in his experiment from (5) i.e. 0 =
COS -' (S,/ /o. using the present parallel-shedding data S, It is clear that the trend
of the predicted 0 from Tritton's data in figure 17 is similar to the variation found
here,. except that Tritton's discontinuity occurs at the higher Reynolds number of
around 1(W). For example. at higher Re the inferred data from Tritton asymptote to

* around 12' 140 like the present results, and at low Re also, the curve from Tritton's
data goes through the present results. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this
comparison is the similarity in the peak values of 0 at which a transition to a different
mode occurs. These similarities in the form (if the data, despite the different Re for
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the discontinuity. suggest that, his discontinuity is also likely to be the result of a
breakdown from one oblique mode of shedding to another. The difference in the
Reynolds numbers for the discontinuity is not fully understood, although this point
is further discussed in §7.

Returning to figure 16, it is interesting that the level of Roshko's original data
seems rather close to the present parallel-shedding curve, with the maximum-
deviation being around 2.5%, but the reasons for this agreement are not known.
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-similar agreement is also found between the data of Norberg (1987) and the p~resen~t
parallel-shedding (lata. and a comimon featur'e for both Roshko's an(1 Norberg's dlata
is that their length/diameter ratio,; were of the order of 2(0.

It coiuld be suggested that the transition from one oblique-shedding mode
to anoither occurs when the wake in some manner cannot sustain a higher 0. with
the critical angle from the present experiment (and T1rittons experiment) b~eing

(Qrit z W'. Alternatively, as Re is reduced, the transition (an be viewedl as occurring
when the ratio f,,/f(, (shown in figure 18) decreases to a critical value, which in this
case is (lose to 0.95. at which time b/f 0, jumps discontintiouslv to a dlifferent higher
value. One suggestion for the miode transition is as follows. The effets of the ends is
to impose an angle oif shedding over the whole span. and thereby' also a decrease in
het( frequency of' shedding (f,) comparedl to the t wo-dimnensional case (f,). If we

suppose for the moment that the two-dimensional modle is the most unstable case.
then it is likely that there will be a lower limit to which the endl effects c-an ' pull
down' the shedding frequency (f,) away from the two-dimensional frequency If0 ).
When this lower limit of k/f0 is reached, then the flow over the span breaks away*
from the influence from, or falls 'out of synchronization ' with, the end c'ondlitions.
Th is suggestion to explain the transition of obliquie shedding modles is explored
below.

While it is not vorreet to ap~ply linear stability theory for parallel shear flows in the
highly non-parallel near wake of a bluff body, it is nevertheless worth mentioning at
this ptoint a result that is derived from Squire's transformation (Squire 1933). It c-an
be shown (for a given wake p~rofile and Reynolds number, and for a p~arallel flow) that
if the two-dimensional frequency and temporal growth rate of (list urban-es are
respwetivelY f( an(l fo. then for a wave at angle 0. the most unstable frequency f, is
given hyf,, = focost), and] similarly the growth rate o*,, is given by 0-, = vr(,eos 1. Thus
the growth rate of an oblique wave redluces as its angle 0 increases, leaving the two-
(dimensional waves as the most unstable ease. It should also be noted that the
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frequencyf follows a cos 0 relationship analogous with (5), though we cannot use this
locally parallel theory as an explanation of this relationship. Monkewitz (1988) has
further shown that the observed bluff-body vortex shedding could be interpreted as
the nonlinear saturated result of a global instability, over a spatial region of
absolutely unstable flow in the near wake. He investigated a set of typical wake
velocity profiles for which the absolute growth rates of oblique waves, in every case.
were found to be less than those for the two-dimensional waves. Again. the two-
dimensional waves were shown to be the most unstable case.

An interpretation of the present results can be given by making the analogous
supposition that. in the cylinder wake. two-dimensional or parallel vortex shedding
is the most unstable mode. As outlined above, when the Reynolds number is reduced.
the end effects impose a decrease in the oblique angle of shedding and a reduction
of the shedding frequency f compared with the two-dimensional shedding frequency
f. until the ratio f/f reaches a lower limit. The central span then jumps out of
svnchronization with the end conditions to a more unstable mode. where the smaller
oblique shedding angle is (loser to the two-dimensional case. with a higher growth
rate and a higher frequency ratio ffo as seen in figure 18. The transition of oblique
shedding modes is then a transition from one mode where the central span matches
the en(l boundary conditions to another mode which does not match the end
condit ions.

This kind of response to the influences from the end conditions has similarities with
the forcinz of a nonlinear oscillator, whose response can become synchronized with
the forcing frequency over a range of values of the forcing frequency. Such a system
also exhibits jumps when the frequency of the oscillator falls out of synchronization
with the forcing frequency. The abov:e interprmtationi of the results is clearlI only a
suggestion that is based on the supposition that smaller oblique angles of vortex
shedding are more unstable. Further analytical support could perhaps (ome from a
global theory which takes into account the non-parallel nature of the absolutely
unstable wake region behind the body (and ultimately the presence of the body
itself).

It could also be mentione( here that, for Re < 64. the angle of shedding in the
central-span region. although of a low value, is not actually parallel to the cylinder.
This is because the central region is sandwiched between the cells of frequency fL
which are not precisely those end conditions required to generate parallel shedding.

A further suggestion to explain the mode transition can be put forward by
considering the spanwise speed of propagation of the oblique front '. which was
introduced in §3.3. A certain speed U,'+ is required to match the oblique and parallel
vortices in phase across the front, as shown schematically in figure 19((). As each
vortex is shed, the location of the bend (joining the oblique portion of each vortex
to its parallel portion) is displace(d spanwise relative to the I)receeding vortex. When
the transition occurs, the shedding process is unable to translate the front rapidly
enough at speed U'i, to keep the vortices in phase. and then 'vortex dislocations.
appear. as are shown in the diagram of figure 19(b). In this case, the bend is not
displaced spanwise a sufficient distance (say z*) per cycle to keep the vortices
matched in phase. This displacement z* can be estimated by considering the
geometry of the front in figure 19(a), in )articular the triangle in this figure. from
which z* = AOtan (4]). The mode transition happens when 0 = 190 and A0 = 6.2D.
giving a critical value of z* : 1D. In the experiment, a reduction in Re brings an
inereas4 A(, and 0. thereby z* increase until the shedding mechanism is, in some
manner. unale to displace the bend greater than this critical * of one diameter over

4 -: J
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a cycle. The oblique and parallel vortices then move out of phase with each other. At
this point, the central portions of the span continue to shed vortices at a higher
frequency than the more oblique vortices to the sides, resulting in the appearance of
the spanwise cells of different frequency, and also the 'vortex dislocations' between
the cells.

6. Structure of 'vortex dislocations' between cells of different frequency

One of the immediate questions that arises when there are spanwise cells of
different frequency is. what happens to the vorticity between one cell and another?
\Vhen the vortices in both cells are close to being in phase with each other, then the
vortices in the cell of lower frequency tend to get induced downstream by the higher-
frequency vortices in the other cell, and vice versa. This is because the phase of
shedding of one part of a vortex is influenced by the distribution of near-wake
vorticity to either side along the span. It is by this process of cell interference that
the vortices develop angles that are oblique to the cylinder. When the two cells are
out of phase, however, a rather contorted "tangle' of vortices appears across the cell
lounlary in what is here called a 'vortex dislocation'. in analogy with dislocations
that appear in solid materials. It is this aspect of the flow about the cylinder that is
studied in some detail in the present section.

Recent work by Eisenlohr (1986) suggests that it is possible for vortices of one sign
to split and connect with two other vortices of the same sign. This was observed from
smoke visualization near the en(ls of the wake of a flat plate (parallel to the flow)
which had a blunt trailing edge. and an example is included in Eisenlohr &
Eckelmann (1989). We might thus expect similar phenomena to occur when the
v'ort.ices dislocate near the ends of a circular cylinder.

Browand & Troutt (1985) have also found vortical structures to be generated
naturally in the shear laver (downstream ofa splitter plate) between spanwise cells
of different frequency. or between cells of similar frequency but which are out of
phase with each other. These vortical structures were inferred from velocity
measurements using a rake of hot wires along the span. Browand & Ho (1987)
suggested that these 'defects' or dislocations could be due to slight non-uniformities
in the flow. causing differences in frequency along the span. Vortex dislocations coulh
also be induced to occur artifically by spanwise acoustic forcing (Browan(! & Ho:
Browand & Prost-I)omaskv 1988. 1989) and a process similar to the vortex splitting
(mentioned above) could b;e inferred from their velocit v measurements.

Also. Gharib. Aref & Stuber (198S) have extende(d the work of Van Atta N- 11.
(1988). where a vibrating wire created spanwise structures due to interactions of the
wire frequency with the natural shedding frequency. They (onsidered the cas(' of a
shear layer fo)rced to have different frequencies over each half-span. by the use of"
heater strips. They made the suggestion that vortical structures between ('ells of
different frequencN Could be part of the fundamental pro(ess by which streamwise
vorticity is generated in shear flows. The present results are ('(nsistent with their
suggestions. and it is found in this section that the generation of' streamwise vort i(it.
is clearly a fundamental characteristic of vortex dislocations.

In the pre.ent case of the oblique vortex shedding modes there are two types of cell
boundaries. corresponding with either the beat frequency (f,-fe) or (ft--f.).
Physically. it is useful to know how many shedding cycles there are between one
dislocation andi the next. If two neighbouring (ells have Strouhal numbers of S, and
S. then this (an be derived simplY from

= r/( SIAS -'SO. (7)
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in at heating period is fouind to he 9.A or1 110.1. depending onl which side of the cell
Ia in dal 'iv i , coid(1 e redI. and t his is s hown in tigu re 5 (d). A 1lb t of' n, over the( whole
ia n Ige of Ih. a nd for t he high -fIre(uen ic su edv fthe ee -Il h( iiii(Ia rus. is s how t) iigu re
21). TIhe lo wer (dat a in thIiis plo t show tw he nil in er if'she liiig icyeles pi bea(iit ing Is 'cIo
for1 the eiii-c'ill lioindlr*v (i.e. het\%(l wee s (kof' f'requeev AY~, and [4. while the( tipper
data, at the( lower H~vnols niln111ies. ('orreslioni wit h the holindlr betweenl the
cells o1,f be(juenecv f,~ andI f,

T , pical formation of, v.ortex ilsbiationls. vi(hoceur at the( enl of the vlid
'an) be sv'en in) figure 21. Trhis seuin ' Iifib1t (5(' V r a ebmil' ehat ev eeiv inl that

the( dislocation in) figurev 21 ((0. whieh is shown inl the( right hialf of the( plueture. is theln
r('lleat('d almost e~xactl lv by the O time the- photograph in figuire 21 (1) is ieiiehed. It
sens to hev a 'omimon feature of' such dlisloc'ationls that 'vorte x division ' (termed,(
vort.'x splitt inig above) takes jilace: in this ease for e xam ph' vortex a in figure 21 (c)
is shown to ilivid' aid e.ofiinrmet with two other vortices 1) and c of, the samne sign in
the Iiigherm- fre pivue cv ll allho ye. The vo)rte x d1isloceation, nmarked bY fithe letter 1). e-all

he see n fornming in the near wa ke of the ce'vlinder, as we mo ,e from figure 21 (b) to
21 (d). i'hereaft('r- in the near walke the( vortices of'eaeh (,(,( are linked more in pihase-
across the eell b~oundlary in figure 21 (ef uint il the next (dislecation will appelar. Tihe
spantwise extenlt (If the dIislocation elearl 'v expands its it travels downstream inl figure
21 (P. f). and the proeess gema'rites stieamnwime ats well its spanwvise voItieity. its will
he seen mnore clearl , later. Also. as eaeh dislocat ion formns. so it is gradually dlisplced
spanlwise. le~av'ing a trail (If dish ieated vort ices ait somne small angle to the free stream.
Thbis p~roce(ss is shown sehemnattieallY in figure 119, and e-an also 1wi ohserv('d in figure
6(b). and seemis to bhe simtilar to Ohe e(Iil ning* om spanlwise displacement of
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w (d)

(b) (e

Fiw Ri';21. D evelopmlent (vi'r one beating cycle (if a Vort x (lislia tion [liea r tlh it tm end oft he
cylindler spaun. Flo" is from left to right. lIn (r). niote the vortex a in the lower icell iiding aindi
co nnecitinlg ti vortjices 1) a(nil c oifthe sameii sign in the liigher('l~tiiiiiVn uppe~sr vell 'Thi' dislocat ion
is mia rked withI the' letter 1). ftc = 1M .

isloc~iations ob se rve '~ rioni hiot -wire meiasu remient s 1) 'v Bri wand1( & I rii)t - I inask v
(I 98). (Tbis term iingy aga in com nes fr om the tieldI of* mat erial science)

F'rom hot-wire me(asuremnents. (made in the wind tunnel) in this end region of' the
cylinder, the tint' t races in figure 22((1) show that withbin thle end cell (z//) =4.0). or
withbin the cent ral cell (s-/I) = 19.2). the velocit ' vtfuctuoat ions are reasoniablY p~eriodic.
but t hey* have dlifferent frequencies. Iii the t race kit -/I)= 9.0. it is at the( posit ions
marked 1) that the v'ortices in each cell dislocate, and t herebyv minimize the veloiitv
fluctat huts. beciause the induced v'elocit ies from the vortihes of] either' side are out iof,

phase. Also. in figure 22(b). the variation (of the phase ifleren('e between the t rate
at z//) = 9.0 relative to that at z/1) = 19.2 suggests that the voices bend gradunally
out of phase for around six cylsthen, duiring a dislocat ion, the phase change," rat her
rajpidlY in the ot her direct ion over ab~out two iveles. and this process repeats itself.
It is as though the vortices resist the relinking process across the icell boundary. amyl
then suddenly *snap' through a (lusleat ion to a new linking configuration. The ran~~
of this phase change shown in figure 22(h) is of the order of bT. which inii l-', is about
half' a wavelength.

A more detailed demonstration of the vortex structure of a dislocation is given in .
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D D D b

200~

0
0 0

0-

- 501
0 5 10 15 20 25

Number of cycles
Fi Hai 22. ('i) Tinie traes~ ot vethit 'v fliittlitioti at ilitletent Sjpanist . poitionIs (across thet end(
,ellj Iboataarv '.a (h~) phase ulit1Prnvne lwt%%4.ve th Ialtict ations at -/I) = .0 and thowp~ at -/I)=
19.2. Note that tihe fliti atiotis at z//) =191.2 hase a higher ftequetnc*v than those at :1)4..1,1e
ilsitatinji is markedi with the letter 1). I6& t tIi. X, )I.M~2. S, = 411.i n = S.2 or s.2.

tiguore 23 tin tg ornary it \ d ye flcow v isuatiz ation,5. with 1the veriical cvi t( Ir ioVing to
the right past th i xcc camiera. Each oft he phoitographs on the left is avcclipanieci

1)va sketch oif the miain vort iccs on the right, where positive vortices are shown as
clashed fltes 1111d tnegativye vortices 1) y\ full lines. In this sequence. the higher-
frecquene 'v cell lies abotve' the lower-frecjuenc 'v cell. andc it is of interest to see how the
vtort ices cliv ide' as the dislocation de'velopls. Itn figure 23(a), the vortex dlivision
begins with ht positive vortex 11 in the lower cell beinlg connlected to pos4it ive voirt ices
B and 13' fromn the uipper cell. ice. scmc' of the vcortex lines frotm the lower vortex B
cLntinti' tco the tipper vocrte'x B, while somne of the lines ('(ontitnue into 1B'. The
fortnat ion cif this vortex division occurs during the roll-up process in the near wake
of the cylinder. In figure 23(b), sitnilarlv to this cease the lower negative vortex C' is

A.V
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A B C B' C

-A BIC

(bA B c B' C' D

H. ~ A B C 'D EF

A B C D E

()A B C B C D E F

'AB 1 c 'D) EF

Ft' to:23I D)*' vloplluit ot'a 'or tl'ex djsiitiatIo. show ilit . 4111 t jtl h iItog4 h (Wil4t Il lht eti1-l id 11;wIII ith'

an Itron ctrresponding sktcrhg of' ill or'tes (% nd l( righ and iv hgiir' 3(e '
't fe igt)( hot .j)Th hole tlBadI)ytins bt ie the muiprt or' ie (ilot io isule trcquist
%'imll) toe.il an e ~'lti'(s. cell n ir~ e 2int aeoor r loos lc'IISit ilinkedf uv -aiolt hf* eel)

hotidai''. ()ne eaNore tatli e.lerix ivioi''ht( nIh') iitsi h tOIth
votiesn otte f .se l Rt'te lik hew e 'r'0l'11ft.014('il) 11)! '(u.itm

connted~(' thinset ( to B4 ond 1)BYti toi tII mII)('l( pat o'ltehe itoliois almostttiti~

inl figure 23(b). (r) an)! (d). and) t htis some4 streanlwise v'ort ('itY, is generate! dulrinig

the foirmahhtion oif at vortex dislovalion.
Based oI t t pe rese'nt obIse rvat)ins. we v'an ('1a si( er an ideal1!iz~at ion oi f' ho w t he

v'ortices oftw vWO('(11 might be) voecthHlted. Aullasshumpjtioin is made that fil! the vor1 it fv
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More recently. Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989) have concluded, from their
two-dimensional numerical computations. that the wake is always periodic in the
absence of external forcing. such as that forcing due to cylinder vibrations. Thex
suggested. on the basis of their study of a two-dimensional wake. that non-periodic
states in laminar wakes cannot be caused by phenomena of pure fluid-mechanical
origin. However, in the present study.. it is specifically the three-dimensional nature
of the flow (i.e. the oblique shedding) that causes the wake to be non-periodic (i.e.
quasi-periodi) despite there being no external forcing. Relevant to this point, there
has been some debate recently over whether chaotic or quasi-periodic wake velocity
spectra (of the type recorded by Sreenivasan 1985) would exist in the absence of any
cylinder vibrations. On the basis of the present results, it seems quite conceivable
that some characteristics of Sreenivasan's wake spectra could be attributable to the
existence of diffrent oblique shedding modes, although proof of this would require
further information regarding body vibrations, etc.

Although the existence of Strouhal discontinuities has been found b va number of
pr(vious investigators, there has nevertheless been little agreement as to the critical
Reynolds number at which there is a (hange of shedding modes. The present
experiments yielded a critical Reynolds number for all three cylinders of 64+ 1
(despite their different length/diameter ratios, and endplate diameter/cYlinder
diameter ratios). Possible causes for differences in the critical Reynolds number
could. for example. be difierent levels of flow non-uniformity. differences in the end
conditions. or l)ossibly dliflerences in the levels of turbulence in the free stream (as
suggested by Berger & Will( 1972). An investigation into such possibilities was not
made here. A further ficature concerning the oblique modes of shedding is the
possibilit'v that a periodic ino(le ma, exist below the Reynolds-number region where
the Strooihal curves overlap: for example, below Re = 85 for Tritton's data in figure
16. h'h flow over the span may somehow match the end conditions again over this
lower region. although such a case was not observed for any of the cylinders in the
present case. because no ch'ar pe(riodic inode was found Ihclow Re = 64.

)ne of the quest ions prior to the present work was whether the wake over large
C'liiider spans was truly !,naffected by the presence of the end conditions (outside the
cmli cells of lower frequenic y j',. in figure "3). as had pr'eviousl'y been supposed. The
present results show that. for hundred of (liameters. the wake can indeed be affected
by the (.Id (.onditions. It seems likely that spans of even thousands of dliameters in
hength ani he affect eI or 'controleo, Y the end eflects. although in Iiractice this
may require good unifoirmitv of the free stream over large distances, and therefore
may be difficult to attain.

Finally. it was of interest to investigate whether the l)henomena observcd it- the
present stud' were applicable also to other bluff bohdy wakes, and for this reason (on
the suggest ion of (Garrv L. Brown. private communication) a flat plate paralleI to
the flow was mounted in the wind tunnel. The plate had an elliptical leading edge and
blunt trailing edge to allow vortices to shed effectively from a bluff body. and the
chord-to-width ratio could be varied between values of 4. 8 or 12. It was found that
not onil were vortices shed obliquely. but also that a similar transition of mode,' and
Strouhal discontinuitv occurred for the plate as it did for the cylinder. involving also
the spanwise veils of (iifferent frequency and vortex (Iislocations. This result suggests
that similar phenomena found for the cvlinder wake may also be observed for a
variety of bluff hodies of different cross-section.
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8. Conclusions

The present study of the laminar vortex shedding front a circular cylinder has
shown that a discontinuity in the Strouhal-Revnolds number relationship exists.
which is causel b.v a transition from one modte of oblique vortex shedding to another
oblique mode. This transition is caused by a change from one mode where the end
conditions match the flow over the whole span. to another mode where the end
conditions are unable to match the central flow. In the case where the flow over the
span matches the end conditions. the oblique shedding takes on the appearance of a
chevron pattern, with a symmetry about the centre span.

The phenomenon of oblique shedding is found, in the present ease, to be caused
by the end eflects. Initially, after the start of motion in a twing tank. the shedding
is parallel to the cylinder. Thereafter, a, oblique front gradually travels inwards
ahong the span from each end. bringing behind it a region of oblique shedding. until
ultimately the whole span sheds oblique vortices in the chevron pattern. These
observations reconcile the contradictory reports of Hama (1957) who used a towing
tank and found only parallel shedding. and of Berger (1964) who used a wind tunnel
and fountd only oblique shedding.

Using the observation that the wavelength normal to the vortices is a constant at
a given Reynolds number. irrespective of the shedding angle. an estimate can be
made of the time it takes (after the start of cylinder motion) before oblique shedding
has covered the whole span. For a typical span length of 100 diameters, the cylinder
must travel of the order of 5(k) diameters for the wake to reach its oblique-shedding
asymptotic form. which is a surprisingly large distance in comparison to estimates
based solely on cross-sectional observations.

It is ceat that the end condit(ions affect the vortex wake over the entire span for
cylinlers of even hundreds of (liameters in length. There are, in essence. two forms
of, influence exerted IY the end conditions over such wakes. The end effects have a
direct influence over a region of the cylinder span of the order of 10- 20 diameters
in length. Their influence over the rest of the span is of an indire<' nature, with
(list urbances such as a bend in the vortices being propagated along the span
somewhat like a chain reaction from one shed vortex to another.

tint of the oblique-shedding modes involves the existence of spanwise cells of
different shedding frequency. Between these cells. 'vortex dislocations' are
periodically formed when the cells move out of phase with each other. These
dislocations generate complex patches of streamwise vorticit ,. and involve vortex
division whereby a vortex of one cell van livide up and becomen connected with two
other v-ortiees oft he same sign in the other cell. These observations ()f vortex division
basically corroborate the work oif Eisenlohr (1986) and Eisenlohr & Eckelmnann
(1989). who refer to this same phenomenon as "vortex splitting'.

Because the vortex shedding over large spans is influenced by the end conditions.
it was fotnd possible to manipulate the end conditions (by slightly' angling inwards
the leading edges of the end plates) in order to cause a boundary condition of parallel
vortex shedding, and thereby induce parallel shedding across the whole span. In this
case. no change of shedding mode takes place as Reynolds numbers are varied, and
therefore the Strouhal Reynolds number plot becomes completely continuous. The
resulting Strouhal curve is also universal in the sense that other oblique-shedding
Stronhal data (S,) can he collapsed onto the parallel-shedding data (,e), if the angle
of oblique shedding (0) is also known, tusing the formula N, = S,/(,os(9.

It is believed that the parallel-shedding case represents truly two-dimensional
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vortex shedding. in the sense that there is an absence of axial flow in the vortices and
the flow within one cross-section is representative of (and in-phase with) the flow at
all spanwise positions (with the exception of close to the ends). The Strouhal data for
this two-dimensional shedding has been compared with results from two-dimensional
numerical simulations, although the comparison yields a large disparity amongst the
computations themselves, and also with the experimental results. This large
disparity is not, as yet. understood.

In conclusion. there has been some question in the past whether oblique shedding
or parallel shedding is the intrinsic mode of the wake. The present results show that
they are both intrinsic and are simply solutions to different problems, because the
boun(lary conditions are different in each case.

The author is particularly grateful to Anatol Roshko for valuable discussions, and

to Uarry L. Brown (Director of the Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Melbourne,
Australia) for his suggestions and great enthusiasm during many of the wind tunnel
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for our conversations regarding oblique shedding. The author is also grateful for
discussions/ help received from Paul Taylor (of Shell Research Ltd., Thornton,
England). S. Schneider, M. Holcomb, I. Sugioka, D. Lisoski, J. Jacobs, and for the
technical construction work of R. Paniagua. Lastly, the author is grateful to
F. Raichlen for the use of a small towing tank (in 1985) which resulted in the
visualization of figure 23. This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research
('ontract No. N00014-84-K-0618.

Appendix A. Effect of a variation of L/D on the oblique-shedding
frequency and cell structure

In the case of a long cylinder at a Reynolds number above the discontinuity
(R, > 64). a cell of frequency (denoted f,) can be found over the main body of the
span. with two further cells of lower frequency (denoted f0 ) found near the ends and
cxtenling over a spanlength of around 10 diameters. If the length of the cylinder is
reduced, the central cel is found to contract until, at a certain critical LiD (found
here to be 28). this central cell suddenly vanishes. At this point the end cells merge
together. leaving the whole span shedding vortices at the one frequency Je. (Such an
observation is consistent with the results of Gerich 1986.) This phenomenon can be
observed from the spectra and diagrams shown in figure 26, for a Reynolds number
of 101.0. In the left column are shown spectra taken from a hot wire situated in the
centre of the span. for various L/D. In the right column are shown diagrams of the
corresponding arrangements of the different frequency cells across the span.

For values of L/D > 45. the wake velocity fluctuations give a periodic spectrum
with a peak corresponding to the frequencyf (giving in this case a Strouhal number
of 0.1610). as shown in figure 26(a). As L/D is reduced, so the hot wire increasingly
feels velocity fluctuations at the end-cell frequency f, until, at a value of L/D = 30
in figure 26(c), there is approximately equal energy from fluctuations at the two
frequencies. In this case, the spectrum is quasi-periodic with many peaks, all of which
correspond with combinations of the two frequencies fL and f, As can be seen in
figure 26, there is a gradual change in the form of the spectrum as LID is reduced 4

down to the value of 28, although further reduction in the cylinder length causes a
sudden vanishing of the central cell. and with it, an abrupt change from a quasi- 4
periodic spectrum to a periodic one. This is demonstrated clearly by comparing figure ,

' A
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F. ;t RE 26. I'.fet't of'a variatioti of Nlititer length/diameter rat io (11)) onl the sjectra of'the wake
velt citY flucntuat ionis (Shom 1w oil the left). and onl the cell a rra ngetment a long the spant (oit the right).
'nhe ht t wire %%as si tintted int the tentrte t 4 the cvii nier spani in veh case (posit iton shltlt ill thle
diagratas hY at solid circle), at arotitid 10 iatneters tltiwitateamt of* the tvlj Onter axis andl 1.5
dliatneters ftttn fte wvakt cetirttplatte. I& 101.0. 0)-(.061 tin. l'nttlllatt. diattt./cylinder diant
15. Enulilates parallel with the free st ream.n

26(c and d). In the latter ease, the spectrum now has a peak corresponding to a
Strouhal number of 0.1408. which is 130 below that for the periodic spectrum in
figure 26 (a).

Measurements of 8trouhal number in figure 27. again at Re = 101.0. show that
for LID > 28 the frequency f, over the central span is unaffected by a variation in
h/I.. Also, velocity fluctuations at the frequency f, can be felt in the spectrum for
h/h) < 45. These results suggest that for L/I) > 45. the vortex shedding in the
central span is unaffected by the direct influence of the end cells. Nevertheless, the
end effects have an influence on the flow over the whole span in an indirect fashion.
andl this p)oint is discussed further in §3.3.

With relevance to the above results, some indication of the relative importance of
dlifferent parts of a wake vorticity distribution in inducing velocities at a point close
to the cylinder, can be given from Biot-Savart considerations. For example. consider4

L _ _ _ _
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FiO(.IR 27. Strouhal number S versus cylinder length/diameter ratio LII) for the frequency of
vortex shedding in the centre of the span. Re = 101.0. Note the sudden drop in the frequency at
LID = 28. which correspond.s with an abrupt change in the spectra and cell arrangement shown in
figure 26.

an element of a wake vortex parallel to the cylinder, and lying at (x. z) which are the
streamwise and spanwise coordinates relative to the point of interest (our origin).
Then the magnitude of the induced velocity i Aul can be shown to vary as

IAuI = As (F) x

for a small vortex element of length As and circulat ion per unit length F. The induced
velocity of a vortex element deeays rapidly like lIz 3 at large spanwise distances (z)
from the origin. and like /x 2,foir-large streamwise distances (x) from the origin. Using
a more specific example. consider a parallel vortex half a sheddimg wavelength
downstream (around 2.5 diameters downstream) from a point of interest near the
cylinder. In this cae,. an element of the vortex induces a velocity that is less than PV%
of its value for the case when z = 0, when the element is greater than 111 D away in
the spanwise direction. The above considerations suggest that the dynamics of
vortex shedding at some spanwise position are influenced in a direct fashion mainly
by the local distribution of wake vorticity, in a region spanning typically 10
diameters to either side of the position of interest.

7
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REVIEWS

De la Causalit6 i la Finaliti: A Propos de la Turbulence. By A. FAvRE. H.
GUITTON, J. GUITTON, A. LICHNEWOWICZ & E. WOLF. Maloine Editeau. 1988.

256 pp. 150 FF.

This extremely unusual book presents (in French) a global philosophical analysis of
order and chaos, determinism, finality. and turbulence, resulting from an
unprecedented interdisciplinary collaboration between all disciplines of the French
Academy (Science. Literature. Political Sciences). The authors are well known for
their contributions to 'turbulence' in Fluid Mechanics (Alexandre Favre). Pure
Mathematics (Andr Lichnerowiez), Philosophy (,Jean G uitton). Economics (Henri
Guitton). and Biology (Etienne Wolf). Their aim is to illustrate through various
examples how chaotic anti unpredictable systems encountered in fluid mechanics.
meteorology and occanograpy, theoretical physics. economics. embryology or
genetics. obey a global determinism principle. caliled throughout the hook finality or
't(leonomie'. after Jacques Monod's famous essay Le ha.sard et la ptcce.uc.i ((hance
and necessity).

The first chapter presents the methods. concepts an( languages. It introduces a
discussion on deterministic and disordered chaos, determinism and predietabilit'.
and stresses that unpredictability is not incompatible with determinism. Of course.
I fully agree with this statement.

The second chapter is a quite general and classical presentation of transition and
turbulence in fluid mechanics, with emphasis put on the role of spatio temporal
correlations. It is also demonstrated (pp. 71-73) that turbulent flows fulfill the
conditions of determinism: although I believe the result must be true, 1 do not think
the derivation given here is valid, since it mixes up arguments concerning the
possibility of reproducing experimentally laminar flows under the same general
conditions with arguments based oin a statistical stability ofturbulent flows. To me.
determinism of turbulence would require a uniqueness theorem for the solutions of
Navier -Stokes equations at arbitrary times: ul to now. and since [eray's 1934 work.
the theorem holds only up to a finite time. The end of the chapter is devoted to "mass-
weighted averages'. introduced by Favre, which are now widely used for compressible
turbulence modelling. The third chapter is a well-documented presentation of the
physics and dynamics of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans and their mutual
interactions. Turbulence is presented as a necessary regulating phenomenon.
developing in order to allow thermal fluctuations and the redistributi(n of
pollutants. thus Permitting the development and preservation of life on the Earth.
I do not know whether the ('(2 problem or the Antarctic ozone hole fit this
optimistic teleonomic point of view.
The fourth chapter is devoted to physical theories (group theory. variation

calculus. special and generalized relativity, statistical and quantum mechanics). I
have some difficulties in reconciling this chapter with the general purpose of the
book, but it is. by itself, extremely clear and pleasant to read. For instance.
Einstein's interpretation of gravitational forces in terms of space time curvature
effects (p. 151) is nicely illustrated.

I have no great expertise in biology and economics. and do not think I can say
anything sensible about the fifth chapter (focusing on embryology and on the DNA


